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ABSTRACT:

There is a growing demand of 3D indoor pathfinding applications. Research in the field of robotics during the last decades of the 20th century, these methods focussed on 2D navigation. Nowadays we would like to have the ability to help people navigate inside buildings or send a drone inside a building when this is too dangerous for people. What these examples have in common is that an object with a certain geometry needs to find an optimal collision free path between a start and goal point.

This paper presents a new workflow for pathfinding through an octree representation of a point cloud. We applied the following steps: 1) the point cloud is processed so it fits best in an octree; 2) during the octree generation the interior empty nodes are filtered and further processed; 3) for each interior empty node the distance to the closest occupied node directly under it is computed; 4) a network graph is computed for all empty nodes; 5) the A* pathfinding algorithm is conducted.

This workflow takes into account the connectivity for each node to all possible neighbours (face, edge and vertex and all sizes). Besides, a collision avoidance system is pre-processed in two steps: first, the clearance of each empty node is computed, and then the maximal crossing value between two empty neighbouring nodes is computed. The clearance is used to select interior empty nodes of appropriate size and the maximal crossing value is used to filter the network graph. Finally, both these datasets are used in A* pathfinding.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing demand of 3D indoor pathfinding applications (Isikdag et al., 2013). Research in the field of robotics during the last decades of the 20th century, these methods focussed on 2D navigation. Besides the algorithms were developed for relatively slow robots. Nowadays we would like to have the ability to help people navigate inside buildings or send a drone inside a building when this is too dangerous for people.

What these examples have in common is that an object with a certain geometry needs to find an optimal collision free path between a start and goal point. To manage this we need to know the geometry of the object and a model of the environment. One way of representing the latter one can be using a point cloud. However, a point cloud of the environment alone does not give enough information to find a route: for this, the empty (pointless) space is needed. The empty space can be derived from the occupied space by segmenting a point cloud.

A common method to structure and segment a point cloud is through an octree data structure. An octree consists out of a cubical volume which is recursively subdivided ‘into eight congruent disjoint cubes (called octants) until blocks of a uniform colour are obtained, or a predetermined level of decomposition is reached’ (Samet, 1982). Here, ‘uniform colour’ indicates: the block is completely empty or completely occupied. They are used for the partitioning of space and result in a hierarchical tree structure. This makes operations like neighbour finding and indexing efficient (Vörös, 2000).

The octree in Figure 1 is created from a point cloud of 2,196,903 points with 6 octree levels.

Figure 1: Process of point cloud to empty space octree

One of the advantages of an octree is efficient structuring of space, large empty space can be represented by a large node high in the octree, as shown in Figure 2 by a quadtree, the 2D counterpart of an octree.

These large empty nodes reduce the amount of nodes in the octree. This is an advantageous property of an octree for pathfinding. The large nodes reduces the amount of nodes and subsequently the possibilities to discover in pathfinding.

The goal of this research is to identify the effects of geometrical point cloud operations, octree operators and A* operations on A* pathfinding.

* Corresponding author
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the second section provides related work; section 3 presents the methodology of the research; section 4 presents the tests and results, and finally, section 5 discusses the validation tests and concludes on the findings.

![Figure 2: Subdivision of a quadtree, large empty space can be constructed out of a single quadrant.](image)

### 2. RELATED WORK

The related work of this research is threefold: pathfinding methods in octree structures, neighbour finding methods in octree data structures and finally collision avoidance methods.

#### 2.1 Pathfinding methods in octree structures

Herman (1986) present a combination of two pathfinding methods in an octree representation. It combines a hill climbing (local optimisation) method in combination with an A* algorithm. The A* algorithm is an extension of the Dijkstra algorithm. The A* algorithm introduces a heuristic cost, which approximates the cost from the marked node to the goal node (Hart et al., 1968).

Hill climbing is able to quickly compute a path because it only uses the distances to adjacent nodes to decide the next node. However, this method has a tendency to stick in ‘U’ shaped obstacles. When this happen an A* algorithm is used instead. This method is fast, although it tends to move away from the shortest route.

Vörös (2001) uses a hill climbing method in combination with a distance map to compute a path in a quadtree and octree representation. By using an octree representation instead of a voxel approach the memory demand and pathfinding computing time is reduced. The disadvantage of a distance map is the need for a specific distance map for each distinct goal node.

Hwang and Ahuja (1992) use a potential field to navigate in an octree. The potential field is computed using a heuristic potential of each node, such as a field there are local minima (nodes with a low potential). First, a graph is computed between these local minima and a global planner searches a path in the graph. Subsequently, a local planner checks the path for collisions. If a collision is found the path is deleted and the process restarts. A Dijkstra or A* algorithm is used to navigate the graph.

Broersen et al. (2016) created a simple pathfinding algorithm based on an A* algorithm. The route was computed through the empty space in the octree. The pathfinding method considered two nodes as neighbours if they share a common face. Neighbours could be smaller, larger and of equal size. The neighbours are computed on the fly and object avoidance was not implemented.

Kambhampati and Davis (1985) propose a multi resolution pathfinding method in a quadtree. To reduce the amount of leaf nodes a pruned quadtree is created. In a pruned quadtree, grey nodes containing empty (white) and occupied (black) are possible neighbours.

#### 2.2 Neighbour finding methods in octree data structures

All pathfinding algorithms rely on the exploration of adjacent nodes. In an octree structure, two nodes can be each other’s neighbour if they share a common: face, edge, or vertex. Figure 3 illustrates the types of connectivity’s. In total, there are 26 possible neighbours for each node. This section describes the related work of neighbour finding.

![Figure 3: Sharing a common face (6), edge (12), or vertex (8)](image)

In the neighbour finding method of Gargantini (1982) motion is possible in the face direction. Each octant in has a unique location code. This location code describes the location of a node inside the octree. A distinction is made between nodes sharing a common parent and nodes having a different parent node. Adjacent nodes are computed using a separate function for each direction. The main drawback of this method is that the algorithm does not know if a neighbour is part of the octree.

Samet (1989) proposes a method to compute face, edge and vertex neighbours in all possible sizes (smaller, equal, and larger). Neighbours are found by ascending the octree in search of a common ancestor. The neighbouring node is found by descending the tree with mirrored moves.

(Vörös, 2000) improved the method of (Samet, 1989) on three areas. He used the work of Gargantini (1982) to implement the difference between inner and outer neighbours. Using location codes, the octree could be stored as linear area instead of a tree structure. He uses a binary exclusive or operations on the appropriate number of the location code and a directional relevant bit mask to compute neighbours. Xu et al. (2015) checks for face neighbours based on their geometrical location. Payeur (2006) provides a method to search face, edge and vertex neighbours in all possible sizes. For this, a lookup table is used. Namdari et al. (2015) describes a method for neighbour finding during the octree construction. The method is used to find all face, edge and vertex neighbours in all sizes. The method is based on a bread-first search octree generation. Meaning: from the root node to the leaf nodes. The computational effort is minimized by only searching equal and larger neighbours. To make sure also smaller neighbours are stored a neighbouring connection is stored in both directions. If node X has a neighbour node Y this neighbour information should be stored in both node X and Y. This last method ensures that smaller neighbours of a node are found and stored in a later stage in the octree construction. The actual approach in which neighbours are found is quite basic and
does not take advantage of the locational codes. It just checks if two nodes share x, y and/or z coordinates.

2.3 Collision avoidance methods

Next, the related work on collision avoidance is presented: Jung and Gupta (1996) use a distance map for collision detection. For each node the distance to the closest object is calculated. In the method, motion is not limited between centre points of the nodes, as instead motion is possible from any point in the octree. This means two distance need to be stored.

Samet (1982) also uses a distance map to create a collision free path in a quadtree. In contrast to Jung and Gupta (1996) motion is only possible between the centre points of the nodes, so only one distance value needs to be stored. An efficient way of finding the closest neighbour is based on the theorem: not all equal sized neighbouring nodes of a white node can be white since merging between the nodes will take place and the white node would not exist.

In a potential field approach, an artificial field is generated in which both the target node and all obstacles direct a force on each empty node in a field. The target node has an attractive force and the obstacles have a repulsive force. These forces are strong at the source and gradually decrease as the distance to the source increase. The sum of these forces are the potential value of a node, together all nodes form a potential field. The maximal potential field is in the obstacles, a low potential field is thus favourable in pathfinding applications (Hou and Zheng, 1994) (Hwang and Ahuja, 1992). Wu and Hori (2006) use a potential field to avoid obstacles. Hamada and Hori (1996) combine a global path planner with a local path planner. Collision detection is performed in the local path planner. Kambhampati and Davis (1985) create a buffer around object to prevent collisions.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Octree generation

An overview of the method is illustrated in Figure 4. The basic idea of the method is to use an octree to segment a point cloud, where the octree is used as a kind of catalyst for A* pathfinding.

The octree participates the pathfinding process. Before the octree generation the point cloud is geometrical pre-processed. The occupied (non-empty) and empty nodes are generated as described in (Broersen et al., 2016). During the construction of an empty node, it is checked if it is an interior or exterior empty node. For each interior node, the distance to the closest occupied node spatially directly beneath the node is computed. Next, the possible neighbours and connectivity of the interior empty nodes is computed and stored in a network graph. Using the possible neighbours, a collision avoidance system is computed. The network graph and interior empty space are used for A* pathfinding.

3.2 Interior empty space

In this research, only interior point clouds are used for pathfinding. These point clouds are scanned from the inside therefore only the space between a point and the location of the scanner can be classified as empty with certainty (Verbree, 2001). Therefore, it is key to identify the interior empty space for cases like pathfinding and volume calculations.

The goal of identifying interior empty nodes is twofold. Firstly, by identifying the interior empty nodes it is prevented for the exterior empty nodes to be further processed and stored, which reduces the amount of storage and computations. Secondly, only the empty nodes, which are of interest, are used in pathfinding. This avoids the path to exit the interior space via windows or open areas.

An empty node is of the type ‘interior empty node’ if it has an occupied node spatially straight above it. Figure 5 illustrates a section of a building represented by a quadtree, all nodes that do not have an occupied node (grey) above it are exterior empty nodes (red), and the rest are interior empty nodes (green). To check if a neighbour is interior, neighbours spatially above the node need to be computed until a black node is reached (the node is interior) or until there are no more neighbours (the node is exterior). Only the interior empty nodes are further processed.

Figure 4: Workflow of the method

Figure 5: Occupied nodes (grey), interior empty nodes (green), exterior empty nodes (red)
This method can also be used to compute the distance between an interior empty node and the closest black node directly under it. The distance can be used as a constraint in A* pathfinding. For example, a maximum distance of 1 meter roughly represent the volume in which a person can reach the closest black node underneath him/her. By selecting a start and goal node maximal 1 meter above a black node the path will likely be bound to the floor. Note that this method is very basic and there is no proof that is will work in all circumstances.

3.3 Connectivity construction

To navigate through the empty space of an octree the connectivity between the interior empty nodes must be known. Constructing the connectivity of an interior empty node consist of two steps: first all possible neighbours are computed, next the neighbours that exist as interior empty nodes in the octree are selected.

3.3.1 Neighbour finding

The neighbour finding method is based on the work of Vörös (2000), he proposes to find neighbours based on their common ancestor. There are a number of differences between the method of Vörös and the approach used in this research. Firstly, Vörös computes neighbours that are smaller, equal, and larger. In this research only neighbour that are equal and larger are needed, this procedure will be explained in section 3.3.2. Secondly, in the method of Vörös two nodes are neighbours if they share a common face. In this research, two nodes can be neighbours if they share a common: face, edge, and vertex. So the method of Vörös is extended to compute the edge and vertex neighbours. The equal and larger face neighbours are computed like the method of Vörös. The method to compute larger neighbours work the same for face, edge, and vertex neighbours.

The basic idea for finding edge neighbours is: the edge neighbours of node \( c \) have a face connection with a face neighbour of node \( c \). The method is divided into four steps, Figure 6 illustrates these steps. In the first step, the face neighbours of node \( c \) are computed. In the second step the face neighbour which are computed in the directions \( x \) and \( y \) are selected. In the third step the neighbours in \( z \) and \( x \) are computed of the face neighbours in direction \( x \). In addition, the neighbours in \( z \) of the face neighbours in direction \( y \) are computed. The computed neighbours of the face neighbours form the complete set of equal edge neighbours.

The method for computing equal vertex neighbours is similar to that of edge neighbours. Vertex neighbours of node \( c \) have a face connection with an edge neighbour of node \( c \). The method is divided into four steps, Figure 7 illustrates the steps. In the first step, the edge neighbours are computed. Next the edge neighbours which were computed in direction \( x \) are selected. Of the selected node, the face neighbours in the direction \( z \) are computed: these nodes are the vertex neighbours.

3.3.2 Connectivity generation

In this step, the neighbours computed in the section 3.3.1 are used to select neighbours that are interior empty nodes. All occupied nodes are filtered out. The method of Namdari et al. (2015) is used to compute neighbours during bread-first search octree generation. In the method, only equal and larger neighbours are computed. By storing the connection of a larger neighbour in both connected nodes, also smaller neighbours are found in a later stage of the octree generation. Like the method of Namdari et al. (2015), the octree used in this research is computed in a top down approach. For each white node that is computed, the equal and larger neighbours are computed based on the method described in in the previous part of this section. For each larger neighbour the connection is stored in both directions if the larger neighbour is an empty node. For example, if node \( x \) has a larger neighbours \( y \) the connection in node \( x \) and node \( y \) is stored. This step ensures that for the larger node \( y \) the smaller neighbours are stored. For each connection, the cost is computed and stored in a network graph.

3.4 Collision avoidance

The goal of collision avoidance is to compute a path for an object in which a collision is not possible. A path is collision free if the object does not intersect with any occupied node along the path. For this, we need to know: can an object, with a certain size, fit in an interior empty node, and can this object move between two neighbouring empty nodes. Therefore this section consist of two parts: the first part explains how to compute the distance from the centre of an interior empty node to the closest border with an occupied node. In addition, the second part explains how to compute the distance between a crossing point and the closest black node.

The method of Samet (1982) is used to compute the clearance for each empty node. He describes a theorem that states: All neighbours of a white node cannot all be white because merging would take place and the node would not exist.

The closest boundary with an occupied node is computed with a chessboard distance. Thus the closest occupied node must be, or a descendant of, one of the equal neighbours (see Figure 8). Since occupied nodes are always stored in the lowest level, an occupied node can never be a larger neighbour. So the 26 equal neighbours are needed to find the closest boundary with an occupied node. Since these neighbours were computed and stored during the connectivity generation these are already available. To acquire the closest boundary the set of neighbours is compared with the set of occupied nodes. For each occupied node interacting with the neighbours, the distance between the border of the occupied node and the centre point of the empty node is computed. As it is possible for multiple occupied nodes to intersect, it is the smallest distance that defines the clearance. The clearance of all interior empty nodes form a clearance map.
Figure 8: The closest border with a black node and the dark blue node must lie in the light blue area

Figure 9 shows two diagrams, in the left, an object (blue circle) is in the centre of an empty node where the clearance is sufficient. Although the clearance is sufficient in the centre point of a node, the object collides with an occupied node (red) when moving between two empty nodes. For this reason it is key to check the maximal crossing value for each connection between two empty nodes. This crossing value can never be bigger than the minimal clearance of the two connection empty nodes. Otherwise, an object would be able to enter a node with a clearance smaller than the object size and a collision would occur.

Figure 9: Collision avoidance: Centre point is collision free (left), but movement collides (right)

The next step is to compute the maximal crossing value between two neighbouring interior empty nodes. Figure 10 shows an object on an intersection between two adjacent empty nodes. The only place in the intersection where the distance to a black node can be smaller than the clearance of one of the two empty nodes is in the two red nodes. To find the closest occupied node the nodes in the red areas are compared with the set of occupied nodes. For each occupied node that intersects with the red area the distance to the crossing is computed. In general, the minimal distance is the crossing value. However, if the minimal distance exceeds the clearance of one of the nodes the minimal clearance defines the maximal crossing value. Also, if no occupied nodes are found in the area the maximal crossing value is defined by the minimal clearance. The crossing value is stored in a network graph aside the cost between two empty nodes.

Figure 10: Collision avoidance: The area that must be checked for occupied nodes

4. TEST AND RESULTS

4.1 Point cloud processing

The point cloud is geometrical pre-processed in the following order: The point cloud is first rotated so it is aligned with the axis. Next, the rotated point cloud is translated so the origin of the point cloud has coordinate (0, 0, 0). Finally, the point cloud is scaled so it fits best in an octree grid of $2^n \times 2^n \times 2^n$. Where n refers to the octree depth. Figure 11 illustrates this process.

Figure 11: Pre-processing the point cloud

4.2 Filtering interior empty nodes

During the octree generation the interior and exterior empty space are identified. All exterior empty space is no further processed. Figure 12 illustrates the difference between the interior and exterior empty space. In this example, 5699 exterior empty space nodes are filtered out on 11348 interior empty nodes.

Figure 12: Filtering of interior empty nodes

4.3 Octree generation

Figure 1 illustrates the total process of identifying the interior empty nodes of a point cloud. The octree in Figure 1 is created from a point cloud of 2,196,903 points with 6 octree levels.

The computer used in the test has an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU @3.30GHz processor, 8.00 GB RAM running Windows 10 Pro 64 bits.
All scripts are written in the programming language 'python'. For the database management, PostgreSQL was used. To connect Python to PostgreSQL, the package psycopg2 is used. The package LibLas is used to work with .las files (point clouds) in python. For visualizations, the open source software Paraview is used.

### 4.4 Connectivity generation

Figure 13 illustrates the process of generating the connectivity of a current interior empty node. First all possible neighbours are computed. Finally, all nodes in the possible neighbours intersecting with an occupied node are excluded. Besides, a neighbour is always stored as big as possible; this excludes neighbours that are children nodes of bigger neighbours.

![Figure 13: Connectivity generation](image1.png)

### 4.5 Pathfinding

The computed interior empty nodes and network graph can now be used for A* pathfinding. Figure 14 illustrates two path through the interior empty space of a point cloud.

All empty nodes closer than 1 m to the closest black node directly under it are selected for pathfinding. Further, only empty nodes that have a clearance higher than 0.17 m are selected, this ensure that in each node an object of 0.34 m is collision free. Finally, movement between two nodes is only possible if the crossing value is higher than 0.17m, this way also the crossing points are collision free. A path is computed on average in about 0.8 second.

![Figure 14: Pathfinding in the empty space of a point cloud](image2.png)

### 5. DISCUSSION

This paper presents a new workflow for pathfinding in a point cloud. The point cloud is processed so it fits best in an octree. During the octree generation, the interior empty nodes are selected and further processed. For each interior empty node the distance to the closest occupied node, spatially directly under it is computed. Next, a network graph is computed for all empty nodes. The connectivity for each node consist of all possible neighbours (face, edge and vertex and in all sizes). Besides, a collision avoidance system is pre-processed. This system consist of two parts. First, the clearance of each empty node is computed, next the maximal crossing value between two empty neighbouring nodes is computed. Finally, the empty nodes and network graph are used in A* pathfinding.

Translating and rotating a point cloud aligns it for scaling. Scaling the point cloud create the best circumstances for segmentation is an octree structure. Using the clearance and crossing value collision free pathfinding in a point cloud is possible. If a path should be bound to the floor the distance to the closest black node under a node can be used as constraint in A* pathfinding.

### 5.1 Future work

This point clouds in this research were of small buildings (20m*20m*10m). Both pathfinding and octree generation is relatively fast. The method can be more beneficial in larger buildings. More research should be conducted to check the possibilities of the method on large building (conference halls, station).

If a Dijkstra algorithm is used instead of an A* algorithm it is possible to find all possible locations from a current node. In emergency, this can be useful to find the closest exit. For this, all nodes close to an exit should be semantically enriched.

In this research, the point cloud was rotated to align with the axis manually. To make the method completely automatic more research should be conducted. One possible approach could be to use RANSAC plane fitting to identify large vertical planes and rotate the point cloud to follow the plane.
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